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Abstract.

The mosaic land modeling apt)roach allows for the representation of multiple

surface lypes in a. single atmospheric general circulation model grid box. Each surface

type, collectively called 'tiles' corresi)ond to different sets of surface characteristics

(e.g. for grass, crop or forest). Typically, the tile space data is averaged to grid space

I)y weighting the tiles with their fractional cover. While grid space data is routinely

evaluated, little attention has been given to the tile space data. The present paper

explores uses of the tile space surface data in validation with station ol)servatioils.

The results indicate the limitations that the mosaic heterogeneity paraJneterization

has in reproducing variations observed between stations at the AtEllOsl)heric Radiation

Measurement Southern (_reat Plains field site.



Introduction

High resolution observations of surface characteristics can yield tlle fractional cover

of surface types for tile relatively coarse atmost)heric mmwrical model grid. Often,

several distinct characteristics carl exist within one model grid box. Avissar al_d Pielke

[1989] and hoster a_d ,5'_arez [1992] presented methods of including multil)le surface

types in the land parameterization of atmospheric numerical models. This is known as

the mosaic or tile approach t.o land surface heterogeneity parameterization. Typically,

most inodel diagllostics include the grid space average of the tile space data. Beyond

the grid space average of tiles, there has been little or no use of the tile space da.ta in

process or validation studies.

In the Goddard Earth Observing System ((_EOS) Data Assimilation System (I)AS),

tile space surface output diagnostics have been included as an option to users. The near

surface data come Dora the atmospheric general circulation model(AGCM) portion of

the GEOS DAS. While the assimilation controls the large scale meteorology, the near

surface processes are more closely determined by tile model simulation. The effect of

different surface characteristics can be important in the numerical simulation of the

surface energy' budget [S_m _tIM Bosilovich, 1!)96]. The GEOS DAS includes the Mosaic

land stlrface model [hos&r arm ,5'_tarcz, 1992]. In this paper, we develo 1) a metric

for evaluating the tile space heterogeneity, and colnl)are the tile sl)ace dala to surface

observations of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Southern C,rea.t Plains

(SGP) field experiment [Stokes :rod Schwa,.tz, 1994].



Model and Methodology

GEOS DAS

The C, EOS DAS [Schubert (t al., 1993] provides a global data analysis for .July

199S. While significant observations are analyzed in the troposphere, neither surface

observations nor precipitation are included in this analysis. Hence, surface data and

precipitation are mostly related to the model forecast. The comparison of the analysis

grid point data at the surface with observations can provide valuable information on the

model syslom [B_tls ct nl., 1996; Be:tts el al., 1998].

The ARM S(;P experiment was designed to provide observations to for the

develol)lnent and validation of sub-grid cloud i)arameterizations. Several surface stations

are spread across a region with an area that corresponds to an :\(;(?M grid box (Figure

l). Similarly, we can use the surface observations to better understand the Mosaic

parameterization of sub-grid land processes. Figure 1 shows the ARM SGP surface

meteorology and surface flux stations relative to the GEOS DAS grid boxes (at. 2 ° x 2.5 °

horizontal resolution). With several observing stations wilhin the 36N, 97.5W grid box,

we can ('Oral)are the model simulated mosaic heterogeneity with the observed sl)atial

helerogeneily. At the surface, the (',EOS I)AS has several tiles in the grid box at 36N,

97..5W (Figure 2). It is imi)ortant to note that the tiles represent a homogeneolls portion

of the area a n(l (Io not have a spatial distril)ution within the grid box.

,5'to,_'e.s end .5'chu,,rtz [1994] reviewed the development of the :\RM project. For

updated instrumentation information, quality control and data types, the reader is

Figure 1
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referred to the ARM Data Archive site (http://www.archive.arm.gov). In this study, we

will focus on the near-surface atmosl)heric temperature and specific tnunidity (at 2 m),

precipitation, sensible heat flux and latent heat flux (using the meteorology and Bowen

ratio stations). Each different observing station will be compared with each tile. Only

a limited number of the surface meteorology and Bowen ratio station are used in this

study. The observing stations near the central grid box are generally characterized as a

crop (wheat or alfalfa) or pasture.

Mosaic Heterogeneity

In the Mosaic apl)roach, each surface type (e.g. forest, grassland or barren), called

a 'tile', has a prescribed fractional cover. The fl'actional cover is a linear weight, relative

to the total area of the surface (as in Figure 2). The tiles do not have a._y associated

spatial location. Therefore, the mosaic heterogeneity only repres(,nts the differences

of the surface characteristics, an(1 not the spatial heterogeneity that may resull fl'om

sub-grid variations in topography or precipitation.

Forcing for each tile comes from lhe AGC.M grid space meteorology and radiative

fluxes. The prognostic variables for each tile are saved for the next lime step. Each tile

will react differently to the forcing, but only the grid space average of the tile fluxes will

feed back to the atmosphere. The grid space aw'rage (h)r either feedback to the A(I(!M,

or dia.gnostic averaging) is computed by,
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.v= _ (':,._.v,. (i)
i=I

('/,., is the fractional cover of tile i, Xi is any tih" space variable, overbar indicates

the weighted average in grid space, 7_ is the munber of tiles in tile grid box.

Whih, tih" space data Illust be saved for restarting the model simulation, it is

generally not saved for diagnostic purposes. In tlle present GEOS DAS, the tile space

data is archived as a third dimension for surfa('e data (longitude, latitude and retail)or

of tiles), lle('ause visualization of three dimensional data is difficult, it. is advantageous

to develo 1) a two dimensional representation of the degree of heterogeneity. Considering

the weighted average (e(luatioll 1), it follows that tim standard deviation of lhe tile

aw'rage can 1)e comput('(l l)v.

._<'_>(.v)--i_",=1(?,._(x- .v_),.

This equation provides a grid space estimate of the variability of tiles. Given

these equations and the tile space model diagnostic data, we can evaluate the mosaic

heterogeneity compared to the ARM SGP field observations.

(2)

Results

All the (;E()S I):\S data presented here has t)een taken from lhe center grid cell of

Figure 1. ]:igure 3 compares the .luly monthly mean diurnal cycle frollt the (;EOS ]),,kS

to different slations observations of 2m temi)erature and specific humidity. The error

Figure 3



bars indicate + one standard deviation due to the Mosaic heterogeneity (equation 2).

For this particular grid point the variability of the 2 meter temperature and moisture

reach a magnitude of 0.5 K and 0.5 g/kg respectively in the mean diurnal cycle.

However, tile values can also be quite small at some times of the day. While the GEOS

DAS grid cell mean diurual cycles are comf)arable to the observations in each figure, tile

observations exhibit more variability' fl'om station to station. This particular grid cell

is dominated by the grassland tile. with less fractional cover from the other tiles. This

weakens the magnitude of the standard deviation, as compared to grid (:ells to the east

(figure not shown). Station altitude could also play a role in differences between the

model and observations. In this case, however, these observing stations range form 318

- 418 m altitude. [n this simple comparison, no corrections for the variation of altitude

have been applied.

The main interaction between the land surface and atmosphere occur through

the surface turbulent heat and water flux. Figure 4 shows the mean diurnal cycles of

.July latent and sensible heat flux. The variability of tiles in sensible and latent, heat

fluxes appears to be more substantial than in temperature and specific humidity (values

around 50 Hm-2). While the mosaic variability al)l)ears to encornpass some of tile

variability between different observing stations, some significant differences can exist.

between observing stations.

Because several observing stations are located in close proximity to a. model grid

point, we can coinpare each station's observations with each model tile data. Typically,

there would be no need to compare grass/and observations with forest or shrub tiles, but

Figure 4]
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in this paper, the goal is to understand the differences of the tiles. Figure 5 shows tile

2m ah" temperature mean difference and the standard deviation of the hourly differences

between each tile and each station (in addition to the grid space mean). For station

E24, all tiles standard deviations and biases are very close to each other, but notably

different from the other stations' error (especially station El1). In general, the error for

any tile at each station show only small variations compared to the variation of error

from station to station.

This result also extends to the near surface specific humidity standard deviations

and mean differences (Figure 6). In Figure 6, the mean difference between model

precipitation and each station's precipitation is also included. Note that the

precil)itation is a forcing parameter that does not have any variation with tiles, iX

reasonable correspondence exists between the mean differences of precipit;ation and

specific humidity for each station. Therefore, the effect of real si)atial variat)ility of

precit)italion greatly influences the meteorology at each station and the differences

belwcen observation and model silnulation. The mosaic parameterization was not

designed to handle sub-grid variability of precil)itation.

[Figure 5]

[Figure 6 ]

Sulnmary and Conclusions

Simulated sub-grid heterogeneity data from the Goddard Earth Observing System

((',E()S) l)ata :\ssilnilation System (DAS) has been compared with several observing

stations in the :\tmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program Southern (h'eat

Plains (S(',P) l:ield experiment. Given that many stations exist in close proximity to a
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modelgrid box, wecanvalidate the heterogeneityparameterization. Tile results indicate

that the mosaic heterogeneityrel)resentsonly a portion of the real spatial variability

that can exist,. ]n the present case study, the observed sm'face meteorology is strong])'

affected by sub-grid variability of preeipitatiot_. While the mosaic parameterization

was not designed to include this kind of sub-grid variability, there needs to be more

quantitative investigation of the degree to which it does represent subgrid heterogeneity.

Mosaic heterogeneity remahls to be a useful parameterization in AG(',Ms, by allowing

the for effect of different surface characteristics on the energy and water balances. This

analysis provides a quantified estimate o[" the limitations of the mosaic heterogeneity

parameterization.
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Figure 1. ARM Southern Great Plains observing stations used in this study. X- Surface

Ineteorology and box - Bowen Ratio fluxes.

Figure 2. GEOS fractional coverage by (lifferent surface types at, 36N, 97.5W.

Figure 3. July 1998 monthly mean diurnal cycles of 2m temperature and specific hu-

midity. The error bars denote the standard deviation of the tile space weighted mean (as

computed in equation 2).

Figure 4. July 1998 monthly mean diurnal cycles of surface latent and sensible heat

flux. The error bars denote the standard deviation of the tile space weighted mean (as

computed in equation 2).

Figure 5. Standard deviation of the hourly differences and mean of the hourly differences

for 2m teml)erature (/() from each tile and the grid average t,o several :\t{M S(;P surface

meteorology stations.

Figure 6. Standard deviation of tire hourly differences and mean of the hourly differences

for" 2m specific humidity (9 /"9 -1) fl'om each tile and the grid average to several AtlM

SGP surface meteorology stations. The bias of grid space precipitation for each station

is included (ram day -l, shown on the right axis).
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